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Technology, Mobility, and Mediation in Visual Culture
It is not enough to shift the terrain of American art by enlarging its geospatial framework.
Like many trendy and overused terms, “networks” can be employed to focus interrogations that connect the recent reconsideration of the field of American art beyond the
traditional borders of the nation-state to reimagine one of the things for which the old
American art history has already made a singular disciplinary contribution, namely,
looking beyond conventional objects of fine art to a broader field of visual materials. To
the established and rich literature regarding the production and reception of American
vernacular and commercial culture, the idea of networked objects can globalize what otherwise stubbornly remains local while also foregrounding the role of technology, mobility,
and mediation. This may additionally allow us to question certain recent returns to
materiality and objecthood in favor of prioritizing visual culture more broadly considered
as a system of meaning and communication in which objects are a necessary but hardly
sufficient framework in and of themselves.
American art’s spatial reconfiguration has produced a field that is more internationalized than it once was. Scholars living both inside and outside the United States are now
engaged in generating rigorous new work that has made the field less nationalistic and
also more oriented to the frequent exchanges of ideas, images, people, and objects across
national boundaries; to the history of Americans making and studying art abroad; and to
non-Americans who made art while living or working in the United States.1 Such research
underscores transnational connections and helps move the field away from its earlier focus
on what is exceptionally American, following broader trends across the humanities in
which the United States is increasingly understood in a more global context.2 By emphasizing links—personal, professional, and material—we have also been able to liberate
American art history from its singular burden of negative American exceptionalism based
on cultural inferiority derived from its isolation from European centers of fine art. That’s
certainly been a boon to the field.
“Shifting Terrain: Mapping a Transnational American Art History,” the title of the
symposium from which this group of essays emerged, participates in these recent trends,
abounding in geographic metaphors of connection, but does not, I would suggest, put
enough pressure on the term “art history.” Imagining a transnational American art history
also means reimagining the borders between cultural forms as being equally porous as the
geopolitical ones at the heart of so much of the important new research.
At the core of any spatialized framework (whether across geography or representational
form) is the need to interrogate different kinds of mobility. The nature and definition of
mobility have underwritten a great many of the questions regarding the history of the
globalization of culture, resting as it has on the analysis of the large-scale circulation of
people and goods, the bedrock on which capitalism’s history sits. Historians of globalization have turned to such topics as trade, migration, and transport.3 In art history, that
impulse has translated into work on imperial iconography (especially in the realms of
scientific knowledge), plantation culture, human rights, and even transport itself.4 We
have also studied such movement socially—in order to consider migration in art, trade’s
influence on style, and the rise of the art market.5
The geographic expansion and reconfiguration of the subject of American art have
enriched our histories at the descriptive level, but we have yet to consolidate what new
arguments we seek to make with this new information and whether they will be about
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America or even about art at all. Forms of physical mobility can equally undermine the
centrality of the borders, boundaries, frontiers, and their alleged breach and transgression
on which a geopolitical framework depends, in favor of a more fluid and hybrid object
field derived from the experience of transit itself. While Jennifer L. Roberts has considered
how visual materials in early America intersected with communities in being shaped,
tested, and limited by physical distance, such questions extend well into other periods
and places. For example, one could equally examine what happens when distances are
easily bridged with the introduction of speedy transport like the jet airplane.6 Perhaps
this might seem too deterministic for students of visual culture, but putting systems of
transport technology into dialogue with image production and reception may give us new
insights about the particular role played by aesthetic experience in fabricating communities and social formations that technology remade, even before the Internet came along to
usher in the network and information society.
Thinking about networks invites us to consider the spatial reorientation of the study of
American art as part of an assemblage of technologically mediated visual forms and experiences within a broader system of communication. One of the potential consequences of
looking/thinking across media might be to awaken us from the field’s slumber regarding
the vast literature on the powerhouse of American vernacular visual culture: Hollywood
cinema, defined in no small measure by its global cultural circulation. Although studies of
film exhibition, markets, and festivals closely parallel the same subjects in art history, the
interpretations regarding the studio aesthetic are especially instructive. Hollywood movies,
as Miriam Hansen argued, managed to become one of the first truly global visual vernaculars by aestheticizing the experience of modernity itself and universalizing what had
begun as a particular historical experience that amalgamated diverse cultural traditions.7
Underlying Hansen’s interpretation is the important role technology played in the globalization of aesthetic experience. Although she did not write about networks specifically,
Hansen’s emphasis on technological mediation is part and parcel of what defines networks
as something that goes beyond simply being either a “system” or a “habitus,” to use Pierre
Bourdieu’s word.8
By now the term “the network society” has become fairly commonplace among
sociologists and has been incorporated into most fields in the qualitative social sciences
and the humanities. Derived as the concept may well be from the work of such turn-ofthe-twentieth-century sociologists of modernity as Georg Simmel, art historians may also
associate it with Howard Becker’s “art worlds” model, in which art can be understood as
the product of the collective actions of a variety of individuals working in a coordinated
fashion.9 Beyond the emphasis on how a social context determines the production and
reception of art objects, Manuel Castells has identified not just the fact of connectedness
but also certain key connections such as those made by technology, especially mass media
and telecommunications, as the basis for contemporary social interaction and organization. The concept of the network society potentially shifts us away from the centrality of
physical co-presence and in this way differs from work that focuses on the material and
geographic proximity that characterizes studies devoted to expanding terrains, thus challenging the recent art-historical response to the advent of digital culture in the form of its
current reinvigorated “material turn.” In Castells’s rendition, virtuality stands in for materiality. A decentered geography, based in hubs and flows, becomes a prominent feature of
the modern social order as he describes it.10 Whether this accurately describes our present
condition or not, examining the central role played by mass media is important because
it bridges geospatial distance. Simultaneously, the technological mediation of form moves
us toward the condition that media theorists describe as intermediality and “convergence
culture”—in which content flows across media platforms.11
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Nadya Bair’s essay in this issue describes how images travel across material supports
such as magazines, corporate annual reports, and exhibitions in ways that suggest that the
same photos can be used as news, advertising, art, and documentation. She shows that
the impact and meaning of photographs derive as much from the methods that reproduce
and disseminate them as from the content of the representations themselves. By studying the convergence of content across viewing platforms, we can simultaneously reframe
well-known and influential images as part of groups while also denaturalizing categories
such as commercial, vernacular, and fine art photography. Photography, plentiful in its
examples and circulated in multiple formats, has always been a networked form of visual
communication. What remains largely unexamined is whether convergence culture (like
the transnational and the global, both terms borrowed from present conditions) would
offer a productive methodological frame for the history of visual culture of other times
and places, or whether convergence really is a modern phenomenon.
Sociologically oriented scholarship has not been effective in accounting for globalization and the mobility it engendered at the level of the individual, even though this is
where its impact has been decisive and ubiquitous. How do we get at globalization at
the level of sensory experience—as an aesthetic, rather than as an economic or political
process or condition materialized in representation? These are the kinds of questions that
the study of visual culture in an expanded field is well suited to address. Media, since
the mid-nineteenth century, have played an incontrovertible role in shaping how subjects
come to know themselves and the world around them. By understanding that modern
media are also technologies, we can traverse the art and technology divide that separates
the history of technology from media studies and art history, as well as art history
from a subfield such as design history and a more general one such as cultural history.
Rethinking these divisions may also result in a limited meaning of American art as the
fine art actually produced in the United States while simultaneously creating new kinds
of transnational and transmedial inquiry. That inquiry, however, can no longer go by the
field name of an expanded “American art history.” Why would it?
Connecting rather than dividing seemingly disparate fields makes a term such as
“techno-aesthetics,” which I propose here, especially useful. The continued suspicion of
the value of mass media, combined with the persistent nostalgia for an authentic popular
culture, have for too long bolstered the “two cultures” debate opposing art and science
(and technology).12 Techno-aesthetics places the human-machine continuum at the center
of inquiry, whether by treating technology as an extension of human creation, which
remakes what it means to be human as much as humans tinker to expand and depend
further on such technology, or by relying more squarely on Bruno Latour’s actor-network
theory, whose formulation gives greater agency to technology itself.13 Techno-aesthetics
can open us to prioritizing redefinitions of vision as well as to the general reorganization
of the senses. Such scholarship examines the conditioning of attention and experience through representation and media.14 Techno-aesthetics also considers the role
played by technology in matters of visibility and invisibility. For example, forces such
as electricity have been discussed as both—as a grid that is underground on the one
hand but also one that is rendered visible and even spectacular through the creation of a
technological sublime.15
While the fields of design and architecture long ago took up the study of functional
aesthetics, thinking about techno-aesthetics as part of the framework of networks also
demands we take up objects of different scales—from large systems to individual persons
and objects. Art history has been much better at grappling with singular representative objects and slow looking than at understanding overproduction and glancing. Orit
Halpern’s book Beautiful Data reminds us that the Eames Office, for example, embraced
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a pedagogical principle of excess of data and information inundation that would produce
learning through distraction and overstimulation. These are the kinds of fundamental
viewing cultures that have been mostly disregarded and certainly undertheorized by art
historians. The Eames Office is only one useful example here. Studies of cybernetics and
the construction of viewing positions such as Fred Turner’s identification of the “democratic surround,” as well as new research regarding the Hungarian-born founder of the
Center for Advanced Visual Studies at MIT, György Kepes, and his interest in the experiences of vision as conceived within information and communications systems, suggest
that the period after World War II can offer new conceptual and methodological possibilities for the study of looking and viewing.16
David Joselit proposed in After Art that we back-burner the emphasis on discrete
objects and medium itself. As he put it, “In economies of image overproduction connectivity is key.” But observations like this one are not as new as they might seem and even
predate the pioneering outlook of Andy Warhol to which Joselit points.17 In the mid- to
late 1950s Lawrence Alloway, dubbed by Clement Greenberg as a “sectarian champion
of most things American,” a key figure belonging to the Independent Group at London’s
Institute of Contemporary Arts, articulated an approach to culture as a network.18 He
eradicated formal hierarchies in favor of intermedial connections and trained a keen and
even favorable eye on the way technology shaped aesthetic experience.19 Alloway wrote in
1959, “One reason for the failure of the humanists to keep their grip on public values . . .
is their failure to handle technology, which is both transforming our environment and,
through its product the mass media, our ideas about the world and about ourselves.”20
Alloway embraced culture that moved fast, and he identified a cultural continuum, which
he called “an expendable multitude of signs.”21 Art, for Alloway, could not be separated
from other visual means of communication; instead, it became part of a nonhierarchical
system of public information. The continuum, in other words, was a network. Although
Alloway is well known among those who study Pop art and architecture and design, it
seems essential to resituate his work in the context of other important twentieth-century
media theories such as those of the Frankfurt School, French semiotics, the Birmingham
School, and American cultural studies precisely because his particular concerns are
especially relevant as we rethink the spaces of American art, as we investigate cultural
networks, and as we give attention to networks of media culture.
Alloway was living in a period of remarkable geographic mobility, due in no small
measure to the expansion of air travel facilitated by the arrival of the jet. In 1958 he
hopped a jet plane and visited the United States for the first time, and would settle there
in 1961.22 Alloway redefined culture across space, beyond national borders, and traversing
media forms because he was literally more mobile by virtue of living in the jet age. This
development made it easier to reimagine the operations of visual media as part of a global
network, and this moment has shaped not only mass media but also our study of it ever
since. He envisioned a system of hubs with resonant points of connection that characterize
what we think of today as global culture by initially embracing America not as particular
and provincial but as the harbinger of a new universal—which is not necessarily to say
homogeneous—culture. With more credence given to such an orientation as Alloway’s,
art history can find within its own recent past thoughtful considerations of networks.
I suggest we turn back to such jet-age theorists as Alloway and others whose own life
experience motivated their devotion and insights into the remaking of aesthetics through
technology as we forge our current remappings. They offer excellent guidance as we move
from terrains to networks, out of American art and into global visual culture, where connections and systems rather than distinction and singularity underlie our principal frames
of interrogation.
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Nadya Bair

Their Daily Bread
American Sponsorship and Magnum Photos’ Global Network
In the spring of 1947 the British photographer George Rodger returned to his temporary home in Cyprus to find a letter from Rita Vandivert, the wife of Life photographer
William Vandivert. She informed Rodger that he had just become a vice president of
a new international, cooperative picture agency called Magnum Photos, Inc., whose
other founders included Robert Capa and Henri Cartier-Bresson. Magnum hoped
to station five photographers around the world while staff in its New York and Paris
offices would sell their images to as many clients as possible.1 Vandivert, who served as
Magnum’s first president, quickly jumped into details of how each photographer, and
the operation as a whole, would make money. Photographers would secure an assignment from such publications as Life, Holiday, or Fortune in order to cover their travel
expenses to a specific location. After the photographer “does the agreed number of
stories or pages for them . . . he shoots as much material as he can on the side, keeping
closely in touch with both Paris & New York offices so that we know what he can get
. . . the photographer must know what the magazines are interested in, what they are
hoping to get, and the agency girls must know at all times what the photographers
are up to.”2
Rodger and many other Magnum members worked on editorial and industrial
assignments simultaneously for much of their careers, coordinating their international
projects through weekly, and sometimes daily, letters. Their correspondence shows a
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